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Whiston Pinfold Restoration 
 
E N D  O F  P R O J E C T  R E P O R T   

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The report summarises the restoration of Whiston’s 19th Century village pinfold, a local heritage 
asset, by Kingsley Parish Council over the period 2015/2016. The remains of a village pinfold were 
known to have existed at the junction of Ashourne Road (A52) and Black Lane on the north side of 

Whiston Village since the mid-19th Century.  Elderly residents who grew up in the village had been 
told about it by teachers in the local school. They knew where it was, but had never seen it, as the 
heritage feature had been filled in before living memory and only presented as a grassy mound with 

nothing to identify it, other than the remains of a broken down wall.  
 

 
Whiston Pinfold May 2015 before restoration 

 
1.2 In late 2014 local residents expressed interest in seeing the heritage feature restored and an 

approach to the Parish Council resulted in the formation of a project team to explore possibilities 

comprising Parish Councillor Howard Mycock and local resident, Ivan Kent.  
 

1.3 Liaison took place with a variety of agencies, including the Churnet Valley Living Landscape 

Partnership, Staffordshire County Council Highways, SCC Built Heritage and SCC Record Office, 
together with Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Conservation Officer, Planning Department and 
Environmental Health. The adjoining land owner and local residents groups were also made aware 

and given the opportunity to contribute to the development of a restoration plan.  
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1.4 Benefits  

The perceived benefits of pinfold restoration included:-  
 

 Conservation of a long lost part of Whiston history.  

 Creation of a welcoming feature on the approach to the village.  

 Provision of an educational opportunity for young people.  

 Contribution to the aims of the Churnet Valley Living Landscape Partnership in making the 

Churnet Valley a better place for all.  

 Contribution to the District Council aims in relation to environmental enhancement and tourism 

encouragement.  

 Generation of community spirit within the village through active involvement in the project.  

 Supporting the community’s Best Kept Village and Jubilee Garden Committees by providing 

another village focal point for their endeavours.  

 
1.5 Constraints  

The main potential obstacles were identified as:-  

 

 The possibility of contaminants in the infill material that could be costly to deal with.  

 The possible need to carry out expensive engineering works to support the Black Lane 

carriageway.  

 The availability of funding.  
 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

2.1 “The House on the Plain” A 1997 local history publication by John Williams1 makes reference to the 
presence of a pinfold in the village. The book includes the below undated photograph of the site 
accompanied by the author’s notation. The author was contacted, but had no further information to assist 

with ownership or history of the pinfold.    

 

                                              
1 “The House on the Plain” a Whiston History by John Williams (ISBN 1897949 26 X), published by Churnet Valley 
Books in 1997.  The author has given his permission to use the above picture in this document. 
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2.2 Ordnance Survey Maps The main documentary evidence showing the existence of a pinfold is a 
series of Ordnance Survey Maps - see appendices. 

1924   Scale 1:2500 square boundary shown without notation  

1899-1900  Scale 1:2500 records a “pinfold” square in shape  
1879-1881  Scale 1:2500 records a “sheepfold” square in shape 
  

2.3 Local Deeds  Steve and Val Leaver of Ivy Cottage, Black Lane, produced a plan from their deeds 
dated 1864, on which the pinfold is marked, pre-dating the Ordnance Survey maps. 
 

2.4 Whiston Tithe Maps2 - The 1814 map held at the Staffordshire Records Office does not record a 
pinfold structure, suggesting it was built after that date.  It shows field number “33”, where the pinfold 
was eventually built, owned by the Duke of Devonshire, whose main interest in Whiston was the Copper 

Smelting Works located approximately 200m south west from the pinfold site.  The tithe award schedule 
confirms the field was owned by the Duke.  Later, around 1820, the Duke of Devonshire sold the Copper 
Works to the Sneyd family, but it is not known if the field was included in that sale. 

 

 
1814 Tithe Map before the pinfold was built showing the field owned 

by the Duke of Devonshire and the Whiston Copper Works 

 

2.5 Sneyd Survey - In 1826 the Sneyd family, new owners of the copper works, commissioned a survey 
of land owners and occupiers in the Manor of Whiston3, comprising a list of owners, occupiers, description 
of property (including building dimensions) and rentable values.  Unfortunately the map to which the 

survey refers has not survived and the schedule itself makes no reference to a pinfold. 
 

                                              
2 1814 Whiston Tithe Map Staffordshire Record Office ref Q/RDc/73 & 1839 Tithe Amendment Map Staffordshire Record 
Office reference D5889/2 
3 1826 Survey of the Manor of Whiston -  Staffordshire Record Office reference D7436/1 

http://www.whistonvillagehall.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/1814-Whiston-Copper-Tithe-Map-Copper-Works-Map-pinfold-site.jpg
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2.6 Newspapers The next clue came from an entry in the Staffordshire Advertiser dated 18 August 
18274, advertising the sale of the bankrupt estate of a Froghall timber merchant, Josiah Fernihough, 

comprising thirty lots, properties and pieces of land, in the Ipstones, Thorncliffe and Whiston areas.  One 
of the lots is recorded as shown below.    

 
Staffordshire Advertiser 18 August 1827 

 
2.7 It is probable that the croft referred to is the field previously owned by the Duke of Devonshire, now 

forming the private garden of the detached house called “The Hyning”.  The area measurement in the 
advertisement of 1a 0r 0p does not match the area of the field shown on the Tithe Map, but a similar 
newspaper sale entry in the following year includes an amended area measurement of 0a 2r 22p which 

does match the Tithe Map measurement exactly. 
 

 
Staffordshire Advertiser 09 Aug 1828 

 
2.8 The primary purpose of a village pinfold was to secure stray animals, until an owner came forward to 
claim them, with an associated fine usually payable to parish officials. More recently, at the end of the 

19th and beginning of the 20th Century, pinfolds in the Staffordshire Moorlands were sometimes used as 
cattle gathering points, prior to animals being walked to market.  In the absence of mechanised transport, 
several farmers would walk their stock down to the village pinfold, some leaving them there overnight, to 

join up with others before setting off to market on foot early the following morning.  In the particular 
context of the Whiston Pinfold, research explored the possibility that the site might have had a connection 
with the now demolished Whiston Copper Smelter (200m away) that involved the transportation of 

copper ore by mule train from Ecton Copper Mine. 
 
2.9 Whiston was a small rural community but could clearly justify the expense of a pinfold facility. That is 

perhaps not surprising as pinfolds exist at similar small communities nearby at Waterfall, Grindon and 
Biggin by Hartington. In Whiston’s particular situation, there was also probably a need to prevent 
animals straying onto the turnpike road and onto the nearby tramway taking limestone from Cauldon 

Low Quarries to the canal at Froghall.   So far as the packhorses from Ecton Mine are concerned, it is 
understood that each animal carried a pair of one hundredweight panniers, delivering copper ore to the 
Whiston Smelter and returning to Ecton loaded with coal from the Duke’s Foxt and Kingsley coalmines.  It 

is considered unlikely that the mule train would linger at Whiston as they had a halfway stop available 
on the way back to Ecton at a special grazing enclosure at Benty Grange Lane near Winkhill. 

2.10 The Duke of Devonshire owned the Ecton mine, the Whiston Smelter, and the field where the pinfold 

was eventually built.  Following a peak in the prosperity of the Ecton Mine in the late 18th Century, the 

                                              
4 British Newspaper Archive 
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Duke advertised the Whiston Works for sale in 1818 and sold to the Sneyds family by 1821.  The Duke 
of Devonshire or the Sneyd Family may well have given part of the field to allow the pinfold to be built, 

but no evidence has yet been unearthed in support of that possibility.   
 
 

2.11 Conclusion on Construction Date and Lifetime 
The currently available evidence therefore suggests the likely build date of the pinfold was between 
1814 and 1827.   In the early 20th Century introduction of mechanised road transport led to pinfolds 

falling into decline and following its demise, evidence from excavation finds suggests the Whiston pinfold 
was used as a domestic rubbish dump from around 1900 to 1915.  The copper smelter closed at the end 
of the 19th century around the time that the pinfold started to be used as a rubbish tip. The stone from 

the smelter was used to build Whiston Church in the early 1900s.   
  

SITE OWNERSHIP   
 

3.1 The 1814 Tithe Map referred to above prompted enquiries with the Duke of Devonshire’s Chatsworth 
Estate Archivist and Estate Surveyor.  Both searched the archive material available to them, but 
unfortunately did not find any documents or plans relating to the Whiston Pinfold.      

 
3.2 No record of the pinfold was found in surviving Kingsley Parish Council documentation5 held at 
Staffordshire Record Office relating to the affairs of Whiston village in the Parish of Kingsley in the 19th 

& 20th Centuries. The parish officials, who would originally have been responsible for the pinfold, have 
been superseded by the parish council, who by either design or default adopted the site through actions 
of regular grass mowing maintenance over many years. 

 
3.3 Enquiries by SCC Highways Authority with the Land Registry (records commencing 1862) revealed no 
current registered owner of the site.  The site was confirmed by SCC Highways as not part of the 
highway. 

 
3.4 The two carriageways of Black Lane and Ashbourne Road (A52) bound the pinfold site on three sides.  
The fourth south-westerly side is bounded by the garden of “Hyning”, a private dwelling house.  The 

deeds of that property made no reference to ownership of the pinfold and confirmed that the pinfold 
site was not within that property boundary.  The owner of the garden had no objections to restoration of 
the pinfold, which involved re-building of the garden’s boundary wall. 

 
3.5 The County Archaeologist confirmed the site was not scheduled and neither was it in a conservation 
area. 

 
PLANNING PERMISSION 

4.1 Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Planning Authority was contacted and a planning consultant 
advised that the restoration proposals were engineering operations which would in fact constitute 

development under the provisions of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990.  Unfortunately there 
appeared to be no allowances for this type of development within the Permitted Development Order 
1995 and accordingly planning permission was required.  

                                              
5 SRO refs 
 D124/A/PO/15 1814-1816 List of Payments Kingsley PC.   
 D1488/1/1/1 1894-1917 Kingsley Parish Council Minute Books. 
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4.2 The early contact with the planning department led to pre-application discussions that helped ensure 

the subsequent planning application was prepared in the required format.  A planning application was 
submitted to Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Planning Department on 01 July 2015 and planning 
permission was granted on 04 Sep 2015.  Planning conditions included a requirement to provide fencing 
protection for a young oak tree close to the excavation site, a cost that had not been anticipated. 

 

 

  
SOIL SAMPLING, EXPLORATORY EXCAVATIONS & SAFETY   
 

5.1 Pre-application discussions with the district council planning consultant, environmental health officer 
and SCC Highways officials initiated the following preliminary assessments prior to a planning 
application being submitted to :- 

 establish whether or not there were heavy metal contaminants in the infill material that would 
present danger if disturbed. 

 establish if there was a need for major structural support to counter any potential risk associated 

with the stability of the Black Lane carriageway, as 72 cubic metres of material needed to be 
excavated.  

 

5.2 The presence of either of the above constraints could have threatened the viability of the project.  
Consequently, those initial steps needed to be funded and completed prior to the main project to allow a 
decision to be made as to whether it was appropriate to make a planning application and incur the full 

costs of the main excavation and restoration. 
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Pre-Excavation Soil Sampling 
5.3 In consideration of the possibility, however remote, that the infill material may have been sourced 
from the nearby demolished Whiston Copper Smelter, sampling and analysis of infill material took place 

in advance of any mechanised digging to establish if there were any potentially harmful heavy metal 
contaminants present. 
 

5.4 Staffordshire County Council Analysts conducted General Suite ‘A’ testing for heavy metals, 
hydrocarbons, sulphides, phenols, cyanide, sulphates, organic and acidity/alkalinity.    Fortunately, 
analysis revealed that there were no significant levels of heavy metal contaminants and that the material 

could be excavated and removed to an approved recycling disposal site. 
 
 

Slit Trench Test Excavation 
5.5 With prior approval of the planning consultant, a contractor excavated a slit trench by machine on 
the south east side of the pinfold (Black Lane), to allow an SCC Highways engineer to establish the 

adequacy of foundation support to the Black Lane carriageway.  The examination found evidence of a 
Black Lane retaining dry stone wall and the engineer concluded that the main excavation could take 
place without risk to the stability of the carriageway.     

 
Risk Assessments & Safety Issues 
5.6 Appropriate risk assessments were made in consultation with the various agencies that needed to be 

involved and a Schedule of Works developed to ensure compliance with the New Roads and Street 
Works Regulations and the Construction Design & Management Regulations.   The site was pre-surveyed 
for any evidence of utilities presenting a risk factor, including electricity, gas, water, telephone.  A “Stats 

& Services Report” was provided by SCC and a “Permit to Dig” from Development Control at SCC 
Highways was also necessary. 
 
5.7 A consultation document setting out the background and detail of restoration possibilities, together 

with obstacles that a restoration project might face, was circulated to potential interested parties for 

consideration. A positive response, led to financial estimates being developed with a view to fund raising 

and grant applications.    

 

FUND RAISING 

6.1 Estimation of the potential cost of the restoration project was not easy as it was not known what the 

major excavation work would reveal.   The condition of the buried remnant walls was not known, nor their 

specific dimensions.  If, as expected, original stone was found to have been robbed from the structure, 

then an unknown quantity of additional material would need to be imported.  All of these unknown 

factors made cost estimation difficult.    The provisional estimated cost for the Parish Council was £8,533. 

6.2 Fund raising started with a personal donation by Parish Councillor Howard Mycock (£120) and 

successful grant applications for a Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Moorlands Partnership Board 

Environmental Enhancement Grant, (£4,000) and a further grant from the Heritage Lottery funded 

Churnet Valley Community Grant Scheme, (£3,000).  
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6.3 In addition to agreeing to arrange provision of the traffic lights during the main excavation phase, 

via the SCC Highways Divisional Transport Plan and providing other highways related support, County 

Councillor Mike Worthington, generously made an additional contribution of £1,000 from his SCC 

Members Local Community Fund.  A contribution from Kingsley Parish Council funds topped up the 

requirement to meet the identified £8,533 estimated cost of the project. 

 

Funding Availability  

Moorlands Partnership Board Environmental Enhancement Grant £4,000 

Heritage Lottery funded Churnet Valley Community Grant Scheme £3,000 

Staffordshire County Council Members Local Community Fund County Councillor 

Mike Worthington 

£1,000 

Kingsley Parish Council £413 

Personal donation - Parish Councillor Howard Mycock £120 

Total £8,533 

 

MAIN EXCAVATION 

7.1 Following a competitive tendering process, N & J Tree Services of Brown Edge were selected as the 

contractor for the main excavation. They also provided the oak tree protection fence. A small caterpillar 

tracked excavator with a universal joint toothless bucket, skillfully operated by Shaun Gratton of Ford, 

was used to sensitively excavate the infill material, with a lorry and a tractor and trailer transporting the 

material away to an approved disposal point between Kingsley Holt and Cheadle.  The operations were 

protected by traffic lights on the main road and completed over the two days, Mon 12 & 13 October 

2015, a total of 72 cubic metres of infill material being removed together with two large tree stumps.   

7.2 All original stone was separated and stored on site ready for re-use in the rebuild.  A number of 

18inch coping stones were found in the NE/SE and SE/SW corners, but none near the NW main road 

side.  

Evidence of the Original Entrance on the front main road side (NW)  

7.3 Once the bulk of the infill material had been removed, hand digging was necessary to expose the 

foundation stones, which were found to be intact, confirming the original dimensions of the structure as a 

square with internal measurements 20ft x 20ft. The hand digging was done by volunteers from the 

Staffordshire Wildlife Trust Practical Projects Volunteer Group and local residents, under supervision of 

Andrew Brown Jackson, the Churnet Valley Living Landscape Partnership professional dry stone wall building 

training officer, who explored evidence of the original method of construction.  The main road front wall of 

the pinfold was found to have probably been built vertical with a width of two feet, and topped with heavy 

stone flags, that had subsequently been “robbed out”.  Foundation evidence of an original entrance was 
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found on the NW main road side, in the form of two “cheek ends” nine feet two inches apart.  At some 

stage during the life of the pinfold the entrance had been infilled with a wall of narrower thickness than the 

original cheek ends, maintaining the original wall line when viewed from the main road, but inset when viewed 

from inside the pinfold.   The cheek end foundations of the original entrance can be seen in the following 

photograph.  No evidence of gate posts was found in the foundations.    

 

The original entrance gap on the NW main road side in filled at a later date by walling of less depth. 

 

7.4 Discovery of the original entrance led to a modification in the re-build proposals, requiring approval 

of the district council conservation officer.  The decision was taken to re-build the cheek ends to show 

where the original entrance was and infill with a fixed wooden structure thereby identifying the entrance, 

but discouraging pedestrians from entering there for road safety reasons.  

7.5 Additionally, a new four feet wide oak five bar maintenance access gate was to be installed on the 

NE face, away from the main road, in a safe position as required by the planning permission. No evidence 

of a cobbled or hard core floor was found, nor evidence of a cattle wear depression in the centre.  No 

evidence of watering arrangements for stock was found, although in the NE/SE corner, there was some 

fragmentary evidence of a random stone built plinth that may possibly have supported a long gone stone 

water trough.  A small stream with a regular supply of water flows on the opposite side of the main road and 

would have been readily available to water any stock by bucket.  No evidence of drainage arrangements 

were found, the underlying free draining sandstone ground probably not requiring any engineered drainage 

arrangements. 

7.6 In addition to exposing the foundations, hand digging close to original floor level revealed loose 

original wall stone, including 18"coping stones in the vicinity of the Black Lane and side walls, probably 

dislodged through the action of tipping rubbish into the pinfold.   No evidence of larger coping stones or 

flat top slabs to span the 2ft wide front main road wall was found, begging the question whether or not 

they were robbed out when the pinfold fell into disuse.  All recovered original stone was saved and set 

aside ready for the re-build.   

http://www.whistonvillagehall.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Gap-NW-face-showing-cheek-end-foundations-2-with-measurements.jpg
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The Black Lane Supporting Wall (SE) 

7.7   Excavation revealed the supporting wall on the Black Lane SE side was present but in poor 

condition, particularly in the upper section. Evidence from the structure showed it was a continuation of the 

original field boundary wall, carrying through from the private garden of the property called “Hyning”. It 

was found to be double skinned and not a single skin retaining wall as expected.  Structural evidence 

suggested that when the pinfold was built the NE and SW walls were butted up to that pre-existing field 

boundary wall of Black Lane.  The surface of the Black Lane carriageway at the time of pinfold construction 

was probably at a much lower level, and may well have significantly increased in height relative to the wall, 

over decades as additional layers of re-surfacing material were added. The SCC Highways engineer re-

attended after excavation and confirmed that the Black Lane wall could be taken down and re-built with 

a stone filling behind to assist drainage. 

The Two side walls (NE & SW) 

7.8 Evidence from excavation suggested that the A52 main road NW wall, i.e. the front face to what 
was the turnpike road, was built coursed and vertical, whereas the other three sides were built random. 

The position of the quantity of 18” coping stones found during excavation in the SW/SE corner and the 
NE/SE corner,  suggested they were from the side and back walls, leading to the conclusion that the side 
and back walls were built with a batter narrowing from the base up to the 18” coping stones.  

Objects found during Excavation 

7.9 During excavation in excess of 150 intact glass bottles and earthenware pots, along with other 

domestic refuse items, were found.  Examples are shown in the following photographs.   Research shows 

the bottles date to the period 1900 to 1915. Inscriptions on the earthenware and glass bottle finds are 

listed at the appendix.    

 
Ink Pots 
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Earthenware Pots 

 

 

 

Blue/Green Bottles with embossed lettering 

7.10  A Victorian halfpenny coin was found, date illegible, and the remains of male, female and children’s 
shoes. Attempts were made to date the shoes but without success.  No clay pipe remains were found. 

THE REBUILD 

Local Craftsmen and Local Resources 

8.1 The design of the re-build was informed by the evidence from the excavation as described 

previously, the front main road wall being built coursed and vertical with stone flags on top, whereas the 

other three walls were built random with a batter (narrower at the top than the bottom) and finished with 

curved coping stones.   All original stone recovered during excavation was used, supplemented by 

additional stone brought in from a supply donated by Whiston Hall Golf Club, believed original drystone 
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walls bulldozed into a corner of the golf course by the Black Lane tramway bridge, during creation of the 

golf course.      The stone flags for the front main road wall were more difficult to source, but again a 

well weathered supply was found locally with Mr Edgecox of Onecote. 

8.2 Mark Trumble, an experienced and well respected dry stone waller, with an excellent reputation for 

quality workmanship, was contracted for the rebuilding work, which was completed in March 2016, 

during one of the wettest winters on record.  

 

 

Mark Trumble & Chris Oldfield 
who re-built the Pinfold during a wet and cold Moorlands Winter 

 

8.3 The Staffordshire Wildlife Trust Practical Projects staff installed the small access oak gate and the 

Best Kept Village volunteers installed the main road side fixed gate to show where the original entrance 

discovered during excavation used to be.  Both gates were sourced from Ingestre Woodworks near 

Stafford. 

8.4 A cast aluminium interpretation plaque was mounted on a block of copper slag built into the pinfold 

wall.  The slag block, a byproduct of the Whiston Copper Smelter, was found in the garden of Little Ship, 

Black Lane, and is contemporary with the pinfold as previously discussed. 
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The inside and surrounding area was landscaped and sown with a grass seed and wildflower mix by the 

Whiston Best Kept Village Volunteers.  The glass bottles and earthenware pots found during excavation 

were sold to the public at a village car boot sale raising over one hundred pounds for the purchase of 

daffodil bulbs to be planted in the vicinity of the pinfold site. 

 
PUBLICITY  
 
9.1 Publicity & Sponsor Acknowledgements 
Throughout the life of the project, over a period of 18 months, a series of newspaper articles were published, 
setting out the aims of the community project and acknowledging the support from the funding providers.  A 
regularly updated notice was maintained on site for the information of passers-by and key stage leaflets 
were distributed to households in the village.  In addition full use was made of modern technology with a 
regularly updated blog being maintained on the Whiston Village Hall website 

( www.whistonvillagehall.co.uk ) and update emails circulated to interested parties.  
 
 
FINAL ACCOUNTS 
 

10.1 Actual cost of the Project 

The project was delivered within budget. 

Expenditure  Cost  VAT Total 

SCC Scientific Services - soil analysis  £     151.67  30.33  £   182.00  

SMDC - Planning application fee  £       97.50  0.00  £     97.50  

Cheadle & TeanTimes - planning notice  £       45.00  9.00  £     54.00  

N & J Tree Services - exploratory excavation  £     280.00  56.00  £   336.00  

Ingestre Woodworks - oak gate  £     340.00  0.00  £   340.00  

N&J Tree Services - main excavation  £  3,730.00  746.00  £4,476.00  

Ridgequest - interpretation plaque  £     128.00  25.60  £   153.60  

Edgecox - stone flags  £     240.00  48.00  £   288.00  

Mark Trumble main stone walling  £  2,500.00  0.00  £2,500.00  

Charles Lovatt stone walling at source of stone  £     130.00  0.00  £   130.00  

Ingestre Woodworks - Fixed Oak gate to show original entrance  £     365.00  0.00  £   365.00  

 

 £  8,007.17  914.93  £8,922.10  

 

Kingsley Parish Council was able to re-claim VAT expenditure; therefore the actual cost of the project was 

£8007.17p.   Finalised accounts are held by the Clerk of Kingsley Parish Council. 

A SECURE FUTURE 

11.1 Longterm Maintenance 
Kingsley Parish Council agreed to maintain responsibility for the long term maintenance of the site through its 
mowing programme.  An annual late July cut is scheduled to allow time for the wildflower seeds to set.   
 
The Whiston Pinfold has been submitted to the Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Conservation Officer 
for inclusion on the list of local heritage assets to secure the structure’s long term future and the site has been 
incorporated into the Kingsley Parish Council insurance cover. 

 

http://www.whistonvillagehall.co.uk/
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APPENDIX  

Inscriptions on Glass Bottles and Earthenware Pots  
  

Category Inscription 

Earthenware James Keiller & Sons Dundee Marmalade 1862 

Glass Bottle W H Hartley Tussaline Leek 

Glass Bottle Tit Bits Sauce Reg No 644616 

Brown Glass Jar Virol H4 

Glass Bottle R. Massey Leek  (broken neck) 

Glass Bottle Fletcher's Tomato Sauce 

Glass Bottle A J White Ltd 

Brown Glass Bottle Pectakos for Coughs & Bronchitis 

Glass Bottle Calific California Fig Syrup Co. Sanfrancisco 

White Glass Bottle Boots Cash Chemists 

Glass Bottle Patersons Glasgow Camp Coffee & Chicory 

White Glass Jar C K B Ltd 650 

Green Beer Bottle Burton Ind Coope & Co Ltd 

Glass Bottle Fletcher's Tiger Sauce 
Glass Bottle Sharpe Green & Son, London & Liverpool extract of French Coffee & chicory 

Glass Bottle 4122 

Glass Bottle Fennings Fever Curer 

Glass Bottle B S & C Ltd Hull 

Glass Bottle Hoe's Sauce 

Glass Bottle Garton's HP Sauce 

Brown Glass Jar Bovril Ltd 

Glass Jar Barnsley 

Glass Bottle Matthia & Harrison Liverpool 

Glass Bottle Table spoons 

Glass Bottle A424 C1 UGB 

Glass Bottle P 

Glass Bottle BLG SD 657 

Glass Bottle N& G Ltd 

Green Glass Bottle Boro Royal Sauce 

Glass Bottle Woodward Chemist Nottingham 

Glass Bottle Daddies Favourite Sauce 

Beer Bottle Mansfield Brewery Co. 

Tall Glass Bottle Old Gran’s Special Toddy Wright & Son Ltd Wirksworth, London & Leith 

Tall Brown Glass Bottle Stephen Smith Co Ld 

Tall Green Beer Bottle Marstons Ltd Burton on Trent 

Fluted Glass Bottle L&T 

Glass Bottle Walkers Kilmarnock Whisky 1800 
Glass Bottle The Cambridge Lemonade Chivers & Sons Ltd Histon Cambridge 

 


